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The stock market will go up and here’s why... 

The greatest of finance experts cannot predict the outcome of a medical disaster. But I seek comfort in
the fact that, as long as you can afford to wait, the stock market will go up. If you’re interested in this
topic, make sure you tune in to SwitzerTV: Investing tonight at 8pm at my YouTube channel – Switzer
Financial Group. While you’re there, subscribe to my channel with your Gmail or Google account so
you never miss an episode! We have 3 shows a week…

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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The stock market will go up and here’s why...
by Peter Switzer

 
If some experts think we’re buying stocks in a bubble
but others such as the US-based Citi are telling their
private clients that they think the US economic
comeback will be faster than most others think, well it
leaves the DIY fund managers — us — in a bit of a
dilemma.

In tonight’s Switzer TV Investing, we tried to get two
fund managers to take bull and bear roles in what we
thought would be an engaging debate, but they both
pretty well agreed!

Roger Montgomery of Montgomery Asset
Management and Rhett Kessler of Pengana Capital
Group both admitted to being buyers post-March 23,
when our market bottomed. But they now are worried
that retail investors have taken the rally too far.

One of my debaters even thinks the millennials are
more responsible for the rally’s excessive rise but
I’m not interested in the blame game or who’s doing
too much buying. My concern is more along the lines
of being OK with this rally and being comfortable that
the legendary Boston-based fund manager, Jeremy
Grantham, who has dubbed this share-buyer spurge
as a “Real McCoy bubble” is being too negative or
not. And other heavyweight market experts have
agreed, however, this is what Citi clients received a
couple of weeks ago: “Citi Private Bank expects a
more rapid economic rebound than many others,” it
proclaimed. “Following the markets’ powerful rally
since March’s lows, Citi Private Bank notes that
beaten-down bargains are less widespread than in
previous new cycles. That said, the Mid-Year Outlook
report identifies many markets and assets with
greater rebound potential. Among them are emerging
markets, small- and mid-cap equities globally, and
certain ‘COVID cyclical’ sectors (including banks,
real estate and traditional retail) that were hard hit
and will be impacted for longer due to the

pandemic-driven shutdown.”

And for those sitting on cash, hoping for a second leg
down, this is what David Bailin, the Chief Investment
Officer at Citi Private Bank said: “We encounter
many investors who believe they have ‘missed the
boat’ after the rapid gains in markets since
March…[and] as a result, they are sitting on excess
cash, hoping for another opportunity to invest at lower
levels. Mid-Year Outlook 2020 not only highlights the
folly of such market timing attempts, but also sets out
many opportunities for putting cash to work as this
new cycle begins.”

Of course, David could be wrong but I just wanted to
show that smart people are divided on whether you
can expect a sizeable second leg down and if it’s
wise to play the waiting game.

I’ve said numerous times that a shocker
second-wave problem could rock the stock market
and June and July should be sufficient time to test out
what lies ahead. Will it be a quicker-than-expected
return to normalcy or a longer-than-expected bounce
back, with the bad infection news likely to fuel a
sizeable leg down.

Infections in Victoria over the weekend have slowed
up the reopening of that economy and US infection
news will serve to keep a lid on stock market
enthusiasm this week.

I’m only an economist and so medical/pandemic
forecasting is not my long suit. However, coping with
any sell-off will be easier if you bought stocks recently
expecting a slow pay-off over the next few years,
even if the recent returns were bigger and faster than
you gambled on.

I’ve been a buyer but any significant sell off will be
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met by me in the following ways:

I bought for the long term, so a sell-off is
annoying but manageable.
I might buy more at lower prices, which of
course is dollar-cost averaging.
And I’m beyond panicking about stock prices
that often irrationally go up and down.

That’s the way I look at the worst-case scenario and
clearly the best-case scenario will simply bring me
material joy – but I can wait for that, if I must!

But what about this bubble contention? Work from
CNBC’s Mike Santoli is worth sharing with you.

This former Barron’s columnist is a good analyst and
notes how a number of fund managers and legendary
investors have doubts about the magnitude of this
rally, especially noting how Oaktree Capital’s
Howard Marks, who I watch closely, has observed
that: “fundamentals and valuations appeared to be of
limited relevance.”

He also thinks the positive upside has been given a
surprising amount of benefit when it comes to doubt.
And Santoli is not over-the-moon about how popular
apps powered by people who have no discernible
market knowledge are telling novice traders that
“Stocks only go up!”

All this explains why US stocks are only 8% off their
pre-COVID-19 highs and the forward P/E is a big 22.
But how does this compare to the past?

Santoli says previous bubbles feature “pervasive
optimism about future profits” but now we see
“persistent scepticism by traditional retail investors,
as gauged by the predominance of bears over bulls in
recent American Association of Individual Investors
surveys.”

Before the dotcom bust the Nasdaq 100, which is
now trading on a forward P/E of 28, was at 80 in
1999! The Index has gained 125% in five years but it
did that in one year before the March 2000 smashing!

But what I love about Santoli’s work is this chart
linking the stock market to the real world, which
shows how the latter can be bad and negative, as in

2009-10 after the stock market started rebounding on
Wall Street.

For years after the market bounced off the bottom,
experts, hedge fund managers and legends pointed
to the disconnect between Main Street and the stock
market, as shown by the Consumer Confidence
green line and the S&P 500 blue line. But the former
real world eventually caught up with the ‘unreal’
world of the market.

Santoli’s analysis says, quite rightly, what we’re
seeing now is not like past bubbles “that distorts
capital allocation and foretells profound losses for
years to come.”

The crash was pandemic and government-policy
created. Provided the infection rates don’t go mad
crazy, pullbacks are probable within the context of a
rebound in the market, and that’s all, as normalcy
creeps back.

The bear case hinges more on second-wave infection
disasters that legends and fund managers have no
real expertise on, like me. It’s all guess work right
now, and even if we and Citi get it wrong, we will only
be wrong for a time before a vaccine or treatment
give birth to a new big rally to send the value of
recently and past-collected stocks to new highs.

In contrast to those new age urgers who are telling
the inexperienced that “stocks always go up”, I
argue, as long as you can afford to wait, the stock
market will go up.
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Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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4 alternatives to term deposits
by Paul Rickard

 
Last week, I looked at some
non-bank/non-resource/non-Telstra/non-property trust
stocks that pay a reasonable income and are
relatively defensive. The five stocks from five different
sectors average a yield of 4.2%, which with franking
of 80%, gives a grossed-up rate of 5.6% (see 
https://switzersuperreport.com.au/5-income-favourites
-for-all/).

This week, continuing the income theme, here are
some listed alternatives to term deposits.

There is nothing wrong with term deposits.
Government guaranteed investments (up to $250,000
per investor per financial institution) paying a regular
income. And you can still earn up to 1.75% if you
shop around (for example, RaboDirect is paying
1.75% for a 12-month term deposit and a 5-year term
deposit, ME Bank is paying 1.60% for 6 months).

If you are an income investor and are not happy
about the interest rate on term deposits, then you will
need to go up the risk curve. Lower rates are here to
stay, so the only way to increase your return is to take
on more risk.

Risk means that you could lose some or all of your
capital. If capital preservation is your main goal, then
taking on more risk is the wrong strategy.

However, if you are prepared to “chance your arm”,
you can increase the return by taking on riskier
investments. Here are 4 ASX listed riskier alternatives
to term deposits. These are ordered by “riskiness”
(my assessment, from least risky to most risky, and
excludes growth assets such as shares and
property).

1. Secure fixed interest – investment-grade
bonds and funds

2. Risky fixed interest – bank hybrids
3. Diversified global infrastructure
4. Risky fixed interest – credit funds

1. Secure fixed interest – investment-grade bonds
and funds

The biggest borrower in Australia is the Federal
Government who issues Treasury Bonds. After that
you have the States, our major banks, and large
corporations.

With the Reserve Bank acting in the secondary
market to target a 3-year government bond yield of
just 0.25%, yields have crashed and treasury bonds
are pretty unattractive. The 5-year bond is yielding
0.37%, while 10 years is around 0.85%.

State Governments pay a little bit more, banks more
again and corporations – it depends on their
creditworthiness. Suffice to say, there is not much on
offer of investment grade quality yielding over 1.5%.

To get any return, you will need to go up the credit
curve (take on more credit risk) or buy longer-term
bonds (which increases interest rate or duration risk).

You can of course buy individual bonds through fixed
interest brokers (these often won’t be investment
grade or “secure”), but it is hard (not impossible) to
get a diversified portfolio.

A relatively easy option is to consider a couple of the
fixed interest exchange traded funds (ETFs). I like the
ones of shorter duration that take on a little more
credit risk – so iShares Core Composite Bond ETF
(ASX: IAF) or Vanguard’s Australian Fixed Interest
Index Fund (ASX: VAF) would be my pick. They are
both yielding around 0.87% pa, although because
they have holdings in bonds that were issued with
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higher coupons, running yields just over 3.0% pa.

Blackrock’s iShares has recently launched an ETF
that tracks an index of investment grade corporate
bonds. Under ASX code ICOR, the iShares Core
Corporate Bond ETF has a yield to maturity of 1.44%
pa.

Be wary about some of the terminology when it
comes to fixed interest. If you are a holder to maturity,
the only metric that counts when comparing bonds of
the same term is ‘yield to maturity’. Terms such as
‘running yield’ are mathematically meaningless.
They were invented by bond salesmen in the days
before calculators – and had its origins in the USA
where even to this day, calculations are based on a
“year” having 360 days (rather than 365  days).
Remember, if you pay $105 for a bond, you only get
back $100 when it matures – you need to factor in the
$5 capital loss.

2. Risky fixed interest – bank hybrids

I categorise bank hybrid securities as “risky” fixed
interest because if the bank gets into serious trouble,
you will probably lose about 80% of your capital.
Some people refer to hybrids as ‘equities’ because
they form part of the bank’s capital, but unlike normal
shares they have absolutely no upside. You will never
get more than your $100 back.

They are complex instruments – so if you don’t
understand them or don’t want to understand them,
don’t invest in them. ASIC’s MoneySmart
website 
https://moneysmart.gov.au/investments-paying-intere
st/hybrid-securities-and-notes can help here.

One way to access the market and obtain a
diversified portfolio is through Betashares Active
Australian Hybrids Fund (ASX: HBRD). This is
managed by Christopher Joye’s Coolabah Capital.
The downside is the management fee of 0.55% pa.

If you do buy individual hybrid securities, try to build a
diversified portfolio with multiple issuers. Here are
some points to note:

It is a classic “supply/demand” market. At the
moment, it is all “demand”, so prices are

rising. There will be new issues which, when
they hit, will push prices lower;
You should assume (with bank hybrids) that
the hybrid will be called (that is, redeemed by
the issuer for $100) on the first available call
date;
If you are going to hold to maturity (the call
date), look at the “trading margin” when
comparing hybrid A to hybrid B. Running yield
is pretty meaningless;
You only get 70% of the coupon (they are
already expressed as “grossed up” rates that
include the benefit of franking); And
Current yields (including franking) are around
3.8% (plus the 90-day bank bill of 0.10%).

3. Diversified infrastructure funds

Infrastructure is an asset class that has both growth
and income characteristics. If investing in specific
infrastructure stocks such as Sydney Airport (SYD) or
toll road operator Transurban (TCL), you are arguably
taking on more equity risk than income risk. If you
invest in a portfolio of infrastructure stocks, some of
the specific equity risk will be diversified away.

Because Australia only has a handful of large listed
infrastructure companies, these portfolios are typically
global in orientation. Three of the larger ASX listed
stocks that provide access to a portfolio of global
infrastructure companies are:

Argo Global Listed Infrastructure (ALI)
Magellan Infrastructure Fund (Currency
Hedged) (MICH)
Vanguard Global Infrastructure Index ETF
(VBLD)

Argo (ALI) and Magellan (MICH) are actively
managed, whereas VBLD is a low-cost ETF passively
tracking a benchmark index (the FTSE Developed
Core Infrastructure). MICH invests in a portfolio of 20
to 40 infrastructure stocks and hedges the currency
risk. ALI uses Cohen & Steers from New York to
manage the portfolio, which ranges from 50 to 100
individual securities. The currency exposure is not
hedged.

Dividend or distribution yields for these three stocks
should be in the order of 3.0% pa.
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MICH and VBLD employ the open-ended quoted fund
structure and the price at which units trade on the
ASX should be very close to their underlying NTA
(net tangible asset value). ALI is a listed investment
company and is currently trading at a discount to NTA
of around 8.5%.

These are long term investments, so your investment
time frame should also be long. If interest rates do go
up at some stage, these stocks are likely to be
impacted.

4. Risky fixed interest – credit funds

The listed credit funds got hammered in COVID-19
market selldown, down about 40% to 45% in price
terms at their lows. They moved from trading at a
small premium to NTA into steep discounts, as
investors flocked to safety and credit spreads
widened. A collapsing oil price and fears about the
property market heightened concerns.

Since late March, they have enjoyed the benefits of
the recovery. Prices have rallied on the back of
improving investor sentiment and a fall in credit
spreads, the latter driven in part by actions of Central
Banks (for example, the US Federal Reserve
purchasing corporate bonds). Discounts to NTAs
have narrowed, now bunched tightly in the 5% to 10%
range.

There are eight ASX listed credit funds. These are:

Qualitas Real Estate Income Fund – (ASX
Code: QRI)
MCP Master Income Trust – (ASX: MXT)
MCP Income Opportunities Trust (ASX: MOT)
Gryphon Capital Income Trust – (ASX: GCI)
Neuberger Berman Global Corporate Income
Trust – (ASX: NBI)
KKR Credit Income Fund (ASX: KKC)
Perpetual Credit Income Fund (ASX: PCI)
Partner Group Global Income Fund (ASX:
PGG)

These are diversified funds investing in developer
senior and mezzanine loans, corporate loans,
residential mortgages and global high yield bonds.
Most pay monthly interest, targeting as high as 8%
pa.

As illustrated by the price volatility over the February
to June period this year, they are definitely “higher
risk”. This means that it is really important to
understand what the credit fund is investing in, the
duration of those investments, the level of
diversification, the domicile, and the underlying
liquidity of those investments. Typically, corporate
loans, mortgages and developer loans are not liquid.

Finally, a word to the wise. If you are investing in any
security or fund that pays a higher return than a
government guaranteed term deposit, then you are
automatically taking on a riskier investment. This
means that the likelihood of losses has increased,
and in many cases, should be expected.

Two golden rules. Firstly, never invest in something
that you don’t understand. Read the Product
Disclosure Statement or Information Memorandum
thoroughly, and don’t be afraid to ask the promoter
questions. There is no such thing as a dumb question
when it comes to investing your own money. If you
aren’t satisfied with the answers, don’t invest.

Secondly, invest in moderation. The adage “don’t
put all your eggs in the one basket” survives for a
good reason. The riskier the investment, the less you
should consider investing. Diversify across product,
manager/issuer, security and asset class.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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5 ‘pot’ stocks that show the grass could be
greener on the other side!
by James Dunn

 
One of the more intriguing mini-sectors to have
emerged in recent years is the medicinal cannabis
sector – more than 20 ASX-listed companies are
involved in the use of marijuana for medical
purposes.

Getting your head around this is a simple matter of
chemistry. Cannabis, the plant, has two main species:
cannabis sativa and cannabis indica. Both produce
delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) — the bit that gets
you stoned — and cannabidiol (CBD), along with
about 600 other known compounds.

The other useful ingredient in cannabis is terpenes,
which are fragrant oils. They give cannabis its
distinctive pungent aroma and also offer some
medicinal properties, but they don’t contain THC or
CBD. About 200 terpenes have been identified.

The medicinal properties of cannabis have been
known for centuries, and used by a wide range of
cultures, including ancient Egypt, Greece, India and
China. More recently that knowledge went
underground somewhat, on the back of the
stereotype of cannabis as an illicit drug, but cannabis
has been rehabilitated as a therapeutic candidate.

The simple reason for this is cannabis shows huge
promise in treating a range of diseases and
conditions, ranging from seizures, inflammation and
anxiety to treating chronic pain, nausea, insomnia,
and depression.

In this regard, the medicinal cannabis stocks simply
want to be treated as normal biotech companies
trying to bring potentially helpful compounds to the
market, or as healthcare, “wellness” or
“nutraceutical” companies (nutraceutical products
are food products that can also have physiological
benefit or have some positive or preventative effect

against disease) with products that fall short of being
actual therapeutics.

In Australia, medicinal cannabis is a prescription-only
medicine that can be prescribed by any Australian
registered medical doctor. It can be used for any
condition lasting longer than three months that hasn’t
responded to conventional treatments, and where
there is evidence to support its use.

The Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA)
controls who can use medical cannabis in Australia,
under two ‘special access schemes’ (SAS): SAS B
is for unapproved products and SAS A is for people in
palliative care. Currently, the TGA has approved only
one cannabis therapy (Sativex) for multiple sclerosis
spasticity, but the TGA does allow the import of
unregistered products that can be used for medical
purposes. That is, products that haven’t been tested
in clinical trials. Access to these is offered through
one of the Special Access Schemes or through a
network of authorised prescribers.

Currently, medicinal cannabis has been approved for
use in Australia for conditions including:

Different types of pain (e.g. chronic pain,
cancer pain and neuropathic pain)
Neurological conditions (e.g. epilepsy,
dementia, multiple sclerosis and autism)
Psychological conditions (e.g. anxiety and
depression)
Palliative and chemotherapy-associated
symptoms

The great majority of medicinal cannabis currently
used in Australia is imported, but a group of
Australian companies has big plans to change this –
plus to get into export markets, which some are
already doing.
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In the domestic market, the medicinal cannabis
companies rely on prescriptions. Latest TGA figures
show that more than 38,600 medical cannabis
prescriptions have been approved through the
Special Access Schemes. Demand for medicinal
cannabis prescriptions hit 3,378 in April, which is
more than triple the total in April last year. Australia is
now the fourth largest medicinal cannabis market in
the world behind the US, Canada and Germany.

Earlier this month, it was announced that Australia’s
biggest medicinal cannabis extraction and
manufacturing plant, a $50 million project in
Melbourne’s south-east, will be built by Canadian
medicinal cannabis business, The Valens Company,
with an Australian medicinal cannabis distributor,
Cannvalate, managing the project. Cannvalate –
which reportedly plans a stock exchange listing – has
signed a five-year distribution agreement with Valens.

Medicinal cannabis is an interesting space, as the
therapeutic properties of the plant, and their
applicability in disease treatment and management,
become better understood. Profitability is in short
supply, so it is difficult to point to any companies as
recommended investments, but there’s no doubt that
some are doing work that warrants a bit of research
to identify whether their speculative potential matches
your risk parameters.

Here are five of the most interesting candidates:

1. Zelira Therapeutics (ZLD, 5.6 cents)
Market capitalisation: $54 million
FY19 revenue: nil
Net profit: –$3.6 million
Three-year return: –10.8% a year

Zelira has one foot on the conventional
pharmaceutical side and one foot on the
over-the-counter healthcare market. In the former, its
patented medicinal cannabis formulation, ZLT-101, is
coming off a successful clinical trial against chronic
insomnia, which means Zelira is poised to launch the
world’s first clinically validated medicinal marijuana
formulation for insomnia into global markets in 2020.
To put this in context, at present there are only two
registered cannabis medicines in the world, Epidiolex
for epilepsy and the nose spray Sativex, for multiple
sclerosis spasticity, both owned by UK company GW

Pharma.

The company is also conducting a Phase 1 clinical
trial in patients experiencing long-term chronic pain.
Cannabinoid-based medication can potentially
provide an alternative treatment to opioids for chronic
pain, but the epidemic of opioid addiction has
clinicians looking for a non-drug treatment. Zelira also
has a clinical trial programs focused on insomnia and
autism.

Zelira also has a pre-clinical research program
examining the effect of cannabinoids in breast, brain
and pancreatic cancer; as well as research examining
the potential for cannabinoids to treat
diabetes-associated cognitive decline.

Zelira has also launched a pharmaceutical-grade
medicinal cannabis product called HOPE, which was
developed to specifically address patient symptoms
associated with Autism Spectrum Disorder. It was
launched in the US in May 2019 and is also being
sold in Germany and the UK; it will be launched in
Australia and Asia-Pacific later this year. The
company’s other proprietary product, CAN-001, is
being developed for the treatment of
chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (CINV),
which occurs in approximately 80% of the new 23.6
million cases of cancer annually worldwide. From its
platform Zelira also plans to introduce products in
age-related disorders, oral healthcare and
dermatology.

Zelira has only just started earning revenue; but
against that, it will shortly be one of the few
companies in the world with an actual cannabis
medicine, that has passed clinical trials, launched into
global markets for a major unmet need.

2. THC Global Group (THC, 38 cents)
Market capitalisation: $56 million
FY19 revenue: $3.5 million
Net profit: –$8 million
Three-year return: 11.4% a year

THC Global has a farm-to-pharma production process
involving controlled greenhouse cultivation of
cannabis in Queensland and New South Wales and
medicines manufacturing at the company’s facility at
Southport on the Gold Coast, which is fully licensed
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by the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) as
meeting Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP)
standards, which enables future export of these
products as GMP medicines. The Southport facility is
one of the largest pharmaceutical GMP cannabis
manufacturing facilities in the world.

A GMP Licence is a mandatory requirement for the
commercial manufacture of medicinal cannabis in
Australia and is mutually recognised for supply of
pharmaceutical goods in 29 countries across Europe,
Asia and Canada.

The company’s brand Canndeo features
full-spectrum CBD (cannabidiol) medicines that are
available for prescription to Australian patients under
Australia’s existing Special Access Schemes. THC
also owns a clinic network, Tetra Health, which works
with referring and prescribing physicians to offer
patients access to this new range of medicine. The
Tetra network has more than 600 referring
physicians, 30 prescribing physicians and dispensing
pharmacies. Another arm to the business is Crystal
Mountain, a fast-growing hydroponics equipment and
supplies wholesaler and retailer serving the rapidly
growing cannabis industry in North America and
Europe.

This month, THC Global Group successfully
completed a placement raising $6.6 million, with the
shares offered to institutional and sophisticated
investors at 30 cents a share. The company said it
received “significant demand from new institutional
investors with positive long-term views on THC
Global Group.”

3. Cann Group (CAN, 94 cents)
Market capitalisation: $134 million
FY19 revenue: $2.3 million
Net profit: –$11 million
Three-year return: 21.8% a year

Cannabis developer Cann Group works with
Melbourne-based pharmaceutical manufacturing
company IDT Australia (IDT), to take material from
Cann’s Australian-based cultivation operations and
make cannabis-formulated oil and dried flower
products to markets in the United Kingdom and
European Union. The company recently signed two
supply agreements, the first with UK-based Astral

Health for the supply of oils and a balanced
formulation: Astral is a subsidiary of Europe’s
LYPHE Group, which specialises in medicinal
cannabis solutions across distribution channels
including clinics, online pharmacies and healthcare
practitioner training.

The second deal is a three-year agreement with
Germany’s ‘iuvo Therapeutics GmbH’ for the
supply of medicinal cannabis oils and dried flower
material for sale within Germany and other European
countries.

Cann Group is building a $130 million manufacturing
plant in Mildura, Victoria, but amid oversupply and
Covid-19 concerns, the company has scaled-back the
original plan for a 70,000 kilograms-a-year capacity. It
will now commission the plant on a 12,500
kilogram-a-year basis, by the end of 2020 (in Stage
1A) and add a further 12,500 kilograms-a-year (to
complete stage one) “as demand growth is
confirmed.” Cann says it expects this Stage 1A
capacity to generate “near-term profitability and
positive cash flows.”

The company needs export markets to fuel growth
because under current Australian laws it cannot
manufacture products speculatively and must show
an end market for their use. Outside Europe, Cann is
eyeing a major potential export market in South
America.

4. Little Green Pharma (LGP, 38 cents)
Market capitalisation: $54 million

Listed in February 2020, Little Green Pharma was the
first company in Australia to produce locally grown,
medical-grade cannabis products. It manufactured its
first medical-grade cannabis products in August 2018.
The company is a vertically integrated producer of
medicinal cannabis, controlling the entire process –
the cultivation, production, and manufacturing. Little
Green Pharma has an indoor cultivation facility in
Western Australia and an exclusive partnership with a
GMP-licensed pharmaceutical manufacturer to
produce its own-branded range of medicinal cannabis
products. In April, LGP sent the first-ever shipment of
Australian exported medicinal cannabis oil, to UK
customer Astral Health.
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LGP also has its own branded range of oil-based
products, LGP Classic, comprising of four different
ratios of CBD and THC. These products are
administered orally.

In May, LGP was granted a manufacturing permit
from the federal Office of Drug Control (ODC), which
allows the company to perform extraction at its own
processing facility at its WA site. The $10 million
raised in LGP’s IPO will fund this facility and the
company is currently waiting for its expanded ODC
cultivation and production permit for its expanded
growing facility, which will produce enough material
for 110,000 bottles a year (compared with 15,000 at
present).

LGP is generating good revenue. In the six months to
31 December 2019, LGP recorded revenue of
$716,000, up 188 per cent on the 12 months to 30
June 2019. The March quarterly statement – the first
financial result since listing – showed receipts of
$630,000 and operating cash outflows of $2.23
million. The number of patients treated with LGP’s
therapies grew by 54% during the quarter, to 3,175.

5. Althea Group Holdings (AGH, 35.5 cents)
Market capitalisation: $83 million
FY19 revenue: $702,000
Net profit: –$8.7 million
Three-year return: n/a

Althea Group also has a medicinal cannabis
cultivation, manufacturing and export licence. It is
building a cannabis cultivation and production facility
at Skye in Victoria, where its target is to produce
about 3 tonnes of high-grade dried cannabis flower a
year. Althea’s Canadian subsidiary, Peak Processing
Solutions, also has an extraction and manufacturing
facility, from which it plans to supply the Canadian
market with cannabis-infused food, beverages,
nutraceuticals, and cosmetics. Althea also has a UK
doctor network for medicinal cannabis distribution.

Althea recently announced a three-year supply
agreement with Nimbus Health GmbH, a
pharmaceutical wholesaler with a 25% cannabis
market share in Germany. Nimbus will sell and
distribute Althea’s full suite of products in Germany
under the Althea name. Althea will receive 50% of the
net sale profits. In Germany, 120,000 patients have

been prescribed medicinal cannabis, with this number
expected to grow to 1 million by 2024.

In Australia, Althea finished the March quarter with
5,803 patients (increasing from less than 500 in a
year) and 509 healthcare professionals prescribing its
products. This led to record revenue for the quarter,
of $606,351.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
Today’s dichotomy in the Australian share market is
reflected in research updates released by
stockbroking analysts.

On the one hand, underlying trends in earnings
estimates and share price valuations and targets
have turned positive.

On the other hand, the balance between
recommendation upgrades and downgrades has
turned in favour of more downgrades – often the
same companies enjoying positive momentum in
forecasts and price targets are the same ones
receiving recommendation downgrades.

Today’s dilemma for investors couldn’t be made any
clearer.

For the week ending Friday 19 June 2020, FNArena
registered thirteen upgrades versus twenty
downgrades for individual ASX-listed stocks.

Only two of the upgrades didn’t move past
Neutral/Hold, whereas four of the downgrades sank
to a fresh Sell.

Carsales and Megaport both received two
downgrades, all four to Neutral, after stellar rallies in
both share prices recently.

Fresh sell ratings were reserved for the ASX,
InvoCare, Regis Resources, and Star Entertainment.

Heavy downward adjustments to earnings forecasts
were made for Ardent Leisure, Sims Metal
Management, and Crown Resorts but these are
dwarfed by what is occurring on the positive side of
the ledger.

Nine of the top ten largest increases to consensus

forecasts all come in double digit percentage, with the
week’s top scorer -Oil Search- almost doubling the
prior estimate.

Other big gainers include Viva Energy Group,
Qantas, Nufarm, and Air New Zealand.

After a brief peek above the 50%, total percentage of
Buy/Outperform ratings for the seven brokers covered
has now fallen back to 49.71% – still very high by
historical standards.

Total Neutral/Hold recommendations take up 40.89%
of the total, while Sell ratings account for the
remaining 9.40%.

In the good books

FIRSTWAVE CLOUD TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
(FCT) was upgraded to Add from Hold by
Morgans B/H/S: 1/0/0

Firstwave Cloud Technology has completed a $15m
capital raising, and on rising sales and tight cost
control should reach cash flow breakeven by
end-2022, Morgans estimates. With funding now
settled, management can return focus to the
business. For Firstwave, the key to growing sales
revenue is to continue adding distributors who pay to
use the company’s comprehensive cyber security
offering, the broker suggests. Upgrade to Speculative
Buy from Hold, target rises to 16.5c from 10.6c.
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PREMIER INVESTMENTS LIMITED (PMV) was
upgraded to Outperform from Neutral by
Macquarie B/H/S: 3/2/0

In light of recent online sales growth, Macquarie is of
the view that the company’s businesses
are well-placed in terms of both brand and sales
channels. Peter Alexander, Just Jeans and Portmans
performed well over May. The broker continues to
assume some short-term rental relief and wage
subsidies. Still, Macquarie is cautious about foot
traffic, particularly in the UK. Rating is upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral and the target raised to
$20.11 from $12.62.

SEEK LIMITED (SEK) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by UBS B/H/S: 4/1/1

UBS upgrades earnings expectations, anticipating
most of the weakness in employment is behind us
and job volumes are likely to be flat to slightly ahead
from now on. The broker also envisages potential for
some of the new base costs to hold into FY21.
Relative to Australian online classified peers, the
broker assesses price upside for Seek and upgrades
to Buy from Neutral. Target is raised to $23.00 from
$15.25.

WESTPAC BANKING CORPORATION (WBC) was
upgraded to Equal-weight from Underweight by
Morgan Stanley B/H/S: 4/3/0

While Westpac has weak retail banking momentum
and no plan for medium-term cost reductions, Morgan
Stanley upgrades to Equal-weight from Underweight.
The upgrade stems from an improved margin outlook
because of lower funding costs, amid less
concern about loan losses and a reduced risk of a
capital raising. Target is raised to $18.10 from
$15.00. Industry view: In Line.

In the not-so-good books

ANSELL LIMITED (ANN) was downgraded to
Neutral from Buy by Citi B/H/S: 2/4/1

Ansell’s CEO Magnus Nicolin has delayed retirement
and will be staying until December 2021. This is due
to the pandemic making it difficult to assess CEO
candidates. FY20 guidance remains unchanged with

the company noting increased demand for products
used by essential workers. Citi highlights the
company is expanding its manufacturing and
distribution capacity even as it tries to shift its focus
away from pandemic-hit industries.  Ansell is also not
increasing its prices except to compensate for
increased costs, a strategy appreciated by the broker.
Citi downgrades to Neutral from Buy noting the stock
reflects fair value currently. The target increases to
$35 from $34.50.

CARSALES.COM LIMITED (CAR) was
downgraded to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie and to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett
B/H/S: 2/4/0

The company stated that lead volumes have grown
strongly since late April, a surprise to Macquarie. The
broker suspects part of this increase is cyclical, and
one-off factors such as pent-up demand following the
easing of social distancing restrictions as well as
government stimulus have contributed. On the basis
the strength is cyclical this impact should normalise
over time and have little bearing on long-term trends,
in the broker’s view. Car ownership may be rising to
some extent as a result of the pandemic, for which
the implications are positive. Following a 41%
increase in the share price since late April Macquarie
assesses value is better reflected at current levels
and downgrades to Neutral from Outperform. Target
rises to $18.00 from $15.30.

FY20 guidance for Carsales.com points towards
operating income between $228-$232m which
indicates a growth of 5-6% over FY19. Ord Minnett
finds this impressive in the face of volume disruptions
and a challenging new car market. There is also a
rebound in dealer activity with lead volumes growing
strongly between April 22 and June 16. Public
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transport restrictions are also acting as a catalyst,
notes the broker. Ord Minnett considers the company
to be fully valued and downgrades to Hold from Buy
with the target price increasing to $17.06 from
$15.72.

FORTESCUE METALS GROUP LTD (FMG) was
downgraded to Hold from Accumulate by Ord
Minnett B/H/S: 2/4/1

Ord Minnett downgrades to Hold from Accumulate
following a material outperformance of the share
price. The broker still envisages Fortescue Metals will
offer strong yields but, given Brazilian iron ore exports
are expected to recover in the second half of 2020,
lower iron ore prices could weigh. Target is reduced
to $14.60 from $15.10.

GALAXY RESOURCES LIMITED (GXY) was
downgraded to Hold from Accumulate by Ord
Minnett B/H/S: 1/4/1

Ord Minnett downgrades to Hold from
Accumulate because of recent appreciation in the
share price. Target is steady at 90c.

MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED (MIN) was
downgraded to Hold from Accumulate by Ord
Minnett B/H/S: 2/1/0

Ord Minnett downgrades to Hold from
Accumulate because of recent appreciation in the
share price. Target is raised to $17.80 from $17.20.

MEGAPORT LIMITED (MP1) was downgraded to
Hold from Add by Morgans B/H/S: 0/3/0

Demand for remote working and other
cloud/collaboration solutions provided by cloud
service providers has, unsurprisingly Morgans notes,
been incredibly strong over the last six months.
Megaport has now been included in the ASX200. The
broker makes no changes to near term forecasts but
lifts its target to $14.14 from $12.87 after rolling
forward forecasts by 12 months. The stock has rallied
122% year on year and shot up after the initial March
sell-off. As the share price is now within 10% of target
Morgans pulls back to Hold from Add.

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED (NAB)

was downgraded to Equal-weight from
Overweight by Morgan Stanley B/H/S: 6/1/0

While National Australia Bank’s margin improvement
is strong as is its credit quality, Morgan Stanley
expects loss rates to be higher than peers due to
exposure to businesses. The broker points out the
AUSTRAC issue has created uncertainty. All in all,
the broker thinks the bank is more expensive than
ANZ Bank and Westpac. Morgan Stanley
downgrades to Equal Weight from Overweight and
increases its target to $18.50 from $16.70.

REGIS RESOURCES LIMITED (RRL) was
downgraded to Sell from Hold by Ord Minnett
B/H/S: 3/3/1

Ord Minnett downgrades to Sell from Hold because of
recent appreciation in the share price. Target is
reduced to $4.10 from $4.20.

WESTERN AREAS NL (WSA) was downgraded to
Hold from Accumulate by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 4/3/0

Ord Minnett downgrades to Hold from
Accumulate because of recent appreciation in the
share price. Target is steady at $2.20.

Earnings forecast

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change.
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The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stockbrokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances.
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